Infrared spectroscopy of the solid phases of ammonia.
Thin films of solid ammonia (NH(3) and ND(3)) have been characterized using low temperature (25-110 K) Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, and the three solid phase (amorphous, metastable, and crystalline) spectra are reported. This work has been motivated by confusion in the literature about the metastable and crystalline phases as a result of an early erroneous report by Staats and Morgan [(J. Chem. Phys. 31, 553 (1959)]. Although the crystalline phase has subsequently been reported correctly, the metastable phase has not been described in the literature in detail. The unique characteristics of the metastable phase, reported here for the first time, include multiple peaks in the nu(2) and nu(3) regions and peak intensities that are dependent on the deposition temperature. This behavior may be the result of (a) preferential molecular orientations in the solid, or (b) exciton splitting due to different crystal shapes in the solid. The amorphous and metastable phases of deuterated ammonia are also reported for the first time.